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TWIN AND PSEUDOTWIN INTERGROWTHS
IN KAOLINITE

Cnenr,ns F. Mensr.rnr,Dl AND S. W. Bermx, Dep,artment of Geology
and, Geophgs,ics, Uniuersitg ol Wisconsin, Madison, Wiscon^si"n 59706

Assrnecr
Single crystal X-ray study of over 150 flakes and vermicular booklets of

sedimentary kaolinite crystals shows that all are pseudotwin intersrowths of three
latiice orientations related by 120'spiral ro[ations about the cleavage normalz*.
The three lattice orientations are always present in equal volumes. A low tem-
perature, random selection growth mechanism is proposed in which the vaca.nt
octahedral site can be located in any of three possible structural positions (.4, B,
C) lm" apart. During growth, coherent doma.ins form within the crystal in small
regions where cooperative forces influence the vacant site to be in the same po-
sition throughout. Each domain has normal triclinic kaolinite geometry, but a
domain with Jite A vacant will have its x and / axes oriented 120. from adiacent
domains with sites B or c vacant because of directional distortion around each
vacant site. A second type of intergrowth, which is a tme twin involving 1g0"
rotation about x and which doubles the number of distinct lattice orientations,
is present in most crystals also, especially in the thick vermicular booklets. The
frequency of this twinning is variable from cryst.a,I to crysta,l. Both types of inter-
growth tend to balance out the directional strain within the distorted, asymmetric
kaolinite layer by redirecting the strain on a domain scale.

Ixrnooucrron

Kaolinite occasionally is found in crystals up to a few milimeters
in diameter. The two dominant morphologies are as thin, pseudohexa-
gonal (001) platelets and as vermicular booklets for which the thick-
ness may be seve:al times the width. The larger crystals are usually
found in porous rocks, such as sandstones and arkoses, but may occur
also in massive clay beds. The delicate, fragile shapes of these kaolinite
crystals suggest that they have grown in situ.

Little information is available in the literature on twinning in
kaolinite. The 6'th edition (1904) of Dana's System of Mineralogy
states that kaolinite sometimes twins according to the mica and pen-
ninite laws. search of the original sources, however, indicates that
most of the references are to the varieties dickite and nacrite rather
than to kaolinite. Ross and Kerr (1981) in their definitive monograph
on the kaolin minerals state "No twinning has been observed in kaoli-
nite crystals." Nevertheless, optical and electron micrographs of kao-

lcurrent address: Esso Production Research co., p.o. Box 2rgg. rlousron.
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412 MANSFIELD AND BAILEY

linite crystals (Conley, 1966; Borst and Keller, 1969) commonly show
morphological features suggestive of twinning; these include inter-
penetrating individuals with reentrant angles on (001), corrugated and
striated prismatic surfaces, and the presence within elongate kaolinite
stacks of individual packets whose basal surfaces are only quasi-
parallel.

The present paper reports a single crystal X-ray study of over 150
kaolinite and "anauxite" crystals of different morphologies from eight
localities. Intergrowths of three to six lattice orientation in twin and
pseudotwin arrangements are universal for these crystals. The inter-
growths are considered to be a consequence of growth in a low temper-
ature, sedimentary environment.

lll'- Exppntlrrwrel
'samples 

of macroscopic kaolinite crystals, washed and separated from the
enclosing sediments in most cases, were obtained from eight localitied in North
America, South America, and Europe (Table 1). Two distinct morphologies are
rBpresented. The sample from the New Jersey coastal plain, previously described
by Lodding (1965) and Isphording and Loddins (1968), consists entirely of thin
(001) platetets. All of these flakes exhibit wavy extinction and appear to consist
ofrmany minute but distinct birefringent centers. Thin flakes cleaved from thicker
booklets of the Yugoslavia kaolinite were similar to the New Jersey flakes in
optical appearance. The other samples contain only vermicular booklets of
kaolinite, a:rd even thin cleavages of these proved too opaque for microscopic
study in our spqcimens.

AII samples were confirmed to be normal ka.olinite by X-ray powder and single
crystal study, including the "anauxite" specimens (Bailey and Langston, 1969).
A few thin platelets present in the Georgia sample, and similar in appearance to
the Jr1ew Jersey crystals, proved to be muscovite flakes. It is interesting to note
that these muscovite flakes are incipiently altered to kaolinite. Weissenberg X-ray
photographs show a weak series of 001 reflections with a 7 A repeat distance in
pa,rallel orientation with the more intense mica 002 reflections.

Kaolinite crystals 0.1 to 0.5 mm in diameter were mounted on glass fibers
with (001) parallel to the fiber axis. The crystals were mounted by means of
microscope grease in order to avoid any disbortion that might be caused by a
stronger adhesive. Prelirninary Weissenberg examination of several crystals
showed that all hOl reflections are either doubled, due to an apparent single twin
operati,on,'or are quadrupled, due to two apparent twin operations. Zero and
first level Weissenberg photographs were taken about all three pseudohexagonal
o axes and about all three y axes for representative examples of singly and doubly
'otwinned" crystals. A special layer line scieen with an adjustable slit was used to
insure that the entire length of the elongate reflections could be recorded. Preces-
sion photographs of the sarne representative crystals were taken as a check on
the interpreta.tion of the Weisenberg films.

fn order to make a statistical study of the frequency of "twin typest', oscillation
photographs about one of the g axes proved to be quickest and most efficient. After a
prelirninary Laue photograph taken with the X-ray beam normal to (001), the
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crystal was adjusted so that the nearest y axis was made parallel to the rotation
axis. A 15o to 30o oscillation photograph was then taken with (001) normal to the
beam at the middle of the oscillation range. The center of the resulting photograph
(FiS. 1) shows pseudohexagonal symmetry as.a result, of the intense 020, 110, 110,
and equivalent reflections. Theoretically the 020 and 020 reflections should not occur
on oscillation about the gr axis. The fact that they do occur on these photos is due to a
combination of the mosaic spread of the crystals, the triclinic deviation of the gr and
gr* axes, and the presence of several twin and pseudotwin individuals whose g* axes
do not coincide exactly. The "twinning" is shown bect as either a doubling or a
quadrupling of the 201, 132, and 132 reflections, whiib are located 120o apart and
along the directions of the three r* axes. The doubled ibflections, however, show up
best on the c* axis that lies along the zero layer line. Of the 102 crystals examined in
the statistical phase of the stuily only those crystals too small to give a good pattern
could not be identified as to "twin type" by this method,

IxrnnpnnretroN oF 
((TwrNt' 

LAws

AII reflections on Weissenberg photographs of kaolinites examined
in this study are elongate parallel to the oscillation axis, i.e., along

TABI,E 1. SAMPLE DESCRIPIIONS

LOCALITY DONOR KAOLINITE DE.SCRIP'IION

Woodstown, New Jersey.
Alloway Cfay Member
of Kirkwood Bn.

P r o f ,  T .  A .  V o g e l ,
Rutgers Universi ty

Thin, colorless (001) platelets,
mixed irreg. and hexag. shapes.
l{avy extinction, milute bire-
+ F i n d a h t  ^ 6 n + a r c

Huber, Georgia, Pro f .  B ,  F .  Bu ie ,
F la .  S ta te  Un iv , ,
& J. M. Huber Corp.

Thick, vemicular hexagonal
booklets, white, opaqBe.

Sinsboro Sandstone in
lower  Wi lcox  l ln . ,
central Texas

Prof.  E. C. Jonas
Univ. Texas

Thick, veimicular,  hexagonal
booklets,  white,  opaque.

Twj.n fin, Restrepo
Concession, Colonbia,
s .  A .

Univ. l{ is. Co].l.
#70s l43140

Thjdr,  vermici lar,  hexagona-
booklets,  tan, opaque.

Rock Springs, Ityoniog.
Uoderclay in Almond Fh.
(Asqu i th ,  1963)

Dr .  G,  B .  Asqu i th ,
Atlantic Richfield
Co.

Thick, vemicular, hexagonal
booklets, tan, opaqtre.

. . w  .
K O C e V J e  C O a t  m 1 n e ,
Yugoslavia. In sand
fens below coaL
(Krstatrovi6 and
RadoYevid, tg6t) .

*  -  . . - ^ - -^^ . . .  !
I l n i w a r e i + 1 ,  ^ +

Beograd, Yugoslavia

Thick, vemicular, hexagonal
booklets, white to l ight greenish-
gray. Thimer flakes show
ninute birefringent centers.

l. lalCera Co., and Amador Co.
Califomia. Ione [h.
(AUen,1928;  Langs ton
and Pas* ,  1968)

Prof, J. A. Pask,
Uqiv. California,
Berkeley (through
Dr. C. W. Chestemar
aqd Dr .  C .  S .  Ross)

Thid(, vemicular, hexagonal
booklets in sand and clay natrix
with sil ica scales, white to tan,
opaque. Fomerly calfed
rranauxitert.

Bil in, Czechoslovakia.
ALtered basalt (Ross
and Foshag, 1928).
Snithsonian spec. 95535,
tLLt *7,1.68.'

Prof. J. A. Pask,
Univ, California,
Berkeley (through
Dr. P. E. Desautcls)

Pear1y white flakes and booklets
in buff clay matrix. Type
locality of rranauxiterr (Ditt ler
and H ibsch,  I923) .
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Frc. l. 15' oscillation photograph about ? axis of Colombia kaolinite with
(001) norrnal to X-ray beam at middle of oscillation range. Note quadrupled
reflections (a,rrows). Fe radiation.

constant 0, over an angle varying from 15o to 20o. Aside from this

mosaic spread all of the kaolinites are well crystallized. The k * 3n
reflections are discrete and, although slightly more diffuse than the
k : 3n reflections, do not have any interconnecting streaks due to
stacking disorder. It should be pointed out, however, that the degree
of crystallinity canno'b be determined from precession photographs be-
cause the k * 3n "twin" reflections are not well resolved by this tech-
nique even with Cu Ka radiation.

The apparent twinning creates groups of closely spaced reflections
along hOl and Okl Weissenberg festoons. The normal and "twin" re-
flections within the groups are approximately, but not exactly, equally
spaced along a* so that they simulate a supercell with several layers
per unit cell. The 001 reflections appear to be single.

Single "t1.D'ins"

This type of apparent twinning is characterized by a doubling of
hOl reflections and a tripling of Okl reflections. Within each pair of
hOZ reflections one member invariably has twice the intensity of the
other. This intensity relationship suggests that three reflections of ap-
proximately equal intensities are involved, but that two of them super-
impose. Close inspection shows that the more intense reflection is al-
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Frc. 2. Weissenberg photograph about 3r axis of New Jersey kaolinite showing
doubling (arrows) of hOl reflections. Cu radiation.
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TAB],! 2. COMPARISON OF CA],CULATED AND OBSSRVED INTERZONAL ANGI,ES

Reciprocal Measured

angle

Calc .  ang le

to z'" = 
[oor]"

Calc .  angfe

t. 
[.0:]

X,, = l I00 l ' l
I L J

^2 - 
L-""J

xj = Lr30J 
+

y'* = forol ''
t L '

t ' , = frol ',' 2  
L - ' -J

YJ = Luol*

1 6

9 9

8 9

I04

7 8

1 5 . 2 0

9  6 . 1

9 9 . 0

8 8 , 4

I 0 3 .  7

7 1  . 8

7 6 .  6 0

9 6 , 9

9 6 . 8

9 0 . 0

1 0 1 . 7

7 8  - 2

ways slightly more elongate than the weaker reflection, so that the
superposition making up the more intense reflection is not exact (Fig'
2 ) .

The doubled hOJ reflections can be indexed on two separate nets with
interaxial angles of approximately 760 and 99o. Frqn this geometry it
can be deduced that the more intense spot within each pair is a super-
imposition of.2.0.t and t.3.1 * 1 reflections for the positive Z quadrant
of the first hOl Weissenberg festoon, of 4.0.1 ̂nd 2.6.1 * 1 for the second
festoon, and so forth. The weaker spots along the first festoon are single
reflections of index T.3.t + 1. The zones [130]* and [tSO]* are the two
pseudo fzt axes, whish must lie in the lrrte z*r* net plane as a result
of the twinning or inter growth.

The 0/cl Weissenberg photograph of the same crystal shows triplet
reflections that can be explained as a result of the three pseudohexagonal
fgr* axes [010]*, [110]*, and [fTO]* being grouped together so they are
nearly coplanar with the a* axis. In this case there is no overlapping of
reflections from the three reciprocal net planes, except for those
with the smallest 0 values within each festoon. The photograph shows
an apparent, monoclinic symmetry because triplet reflections on one
side of y* are similar in position and intensity to triplets on the other
side, apparently relating Okt to 0/cZ. Because of the triclinic geometry
of kaolinite, however, reflections of similar indices do not have similar
g values and are interchanged in position within triplets on opposite
sides of gr*. For example, reflection 062 would be at the top of a triplet
on one side of y* but 062 would be the bottom reflection of the triplet
on the other side. The apparent monoclinic relationship results from
comparing reflections of difrering indices, such as 062 with the 331 "twin"
reflection of similar g and intensity value. The "monoclinic kaolinite"
described from Yugoslavia by Krstanovid and Rado5evid (1961) and
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also examined in this study is, in reality, true kaolinite in a somewhat
similar intergrowth of the double "twin" type (see next section).

The theoretical angles between a* and the six pseudohexagonal r* and

3t* axes have been calculated from the kaolinite unit cell parameters of
Newnham, as given by Brindley and Nakahira (f958). The observed
values, which cannot be measured very precisely because of the mosaic

Frc. 3 (a) Stereogra,m of kaolinite Bravais and reciprocal axes. yr* is normal
to .hzL, etc. Prime and double prime numbers refer to reciprocal axes after 120'
rotations a.bout a*. Solid dots represent poles in upper hemisphere, circles those in
Iower hemisphere. (b) Stereogram of kaolinite reciprocal axes assuming 120"
rotations about [103] zone axis.

4t7
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spread, compare wetl with the calculated angles (Table 2). The angles
from a* to the rotated rr* and rr* axes cannot be measured separately
because reflections from these two net planes mutually superimpose.
The measured value of 76o refers to an axis passing through the super-
imposed 200 and 131 reflections, and should be compared with an

average of the calculated angles of 75.2" and 75.8o to these individual
reflections.

Weissenberg photographs taken 120o apart by oscillation about each
of the three pseudohexagonal / axes of the same kaolinite crystal are
identical, as are photographs taken 120o apart about each of the three

A axes. As a result, the apparent twin operation must involve 120o
rotations about a*. In a single crystal of kaolinite the six pseudohexa-
gonal r* and y* axes are coplanar in a net inclined 15o to the (00f)

cleavage. Rotations of 120" about the cleavage normal a* keeps the
(001) morphology intact and groups the reciprocal axes as shown in the
stereogram of Figure 3a. Because of the triclinic geometry *rz* is not

coincident with *rr* after rotation, but deviates by 3".
Zx cannoi be a true twin axis according to the present definition of

twinning because it does not coincide exactly with any row line of the
direct lattice for kaolinite. In layer silicates for which the layer shift is

exactly af\, z* will coincide with the [103] direct zone. For kaolinite,
however, a* deviates from [103] by 2o03'. The stereogram in Figure 3b
shows the relation of axes that would result by true 120" twin rotations
about [103] for kaolinite. This model predicts interaxial angles of 76.6"
from [103] to r'x and of g6.9' to rr* I rr* (Table 2). The observed angles
of 76o and 99" can be measured accurately enough to prove the model in
Figure 3a. Measurements to the y* axes (Table 2) also agree best with
the model of Figure 3a, in which a* is the "twin" axis. Perhaps the

most convincing evidence in favor of a* as the "twin" axis is that the
alternative model in Figure 3b predicts that the rotated cr* and t3* axes
should overlap and, from reconstruction of the three integrown recipro-
cal lattices, that reflections of index 1.3.1 * 1 and 1.3.t + 1 from these
two nets should coincide in position with reflections of index 2.0.1 from
the rr*z* net. Thus there would be no doubling of hOl reflections, contrary
to observation (Fig. 2).

The intergrowths in this paper will be described as pseudotwins rather
than true twins. It should be noted, however, that the geometry involved
is equivalent to that of one of the forms of the mica twin law in a centro-
symmetric 2:1 type layer structure, where the spiral 120" rotations
about a* : [001]* can be described alternatively as 1800 rotations about
each of the direct lateral axes Az : 13101 and y" : t3101. Either (001),
(110), (1T0), or an irregular surface can be the composition plane. Some
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micas and chlorites twinned by the mica law exhibit crystal faces that
indicate the lateral axis description is correct for these crystals, because
the layer has been inverted by the twinning. For example, see the
muscovite from Abtihl, illustrated in Figure 18 by Tschermak (1877).
For most crystals twinned by the mica law the crystal morphology is
inconclusive, however, and X-ray studies have not been attempted.
The frequency of intergrowths in kaolinite, where X-ray study shows
the acentric 1:1 type layer is not inverted, is at least suggestive that
similar intergrowths could occur in other layer silicates without layer
inversion. Rotation about the normal to a net plane should then be
accepted as a true twinning operation, even if the twin axis is not a row
line in the direct lattice.

The pseudotwin intergrowth involving [001]"120. rotations has been
observed for every sedimentary kaolinite and "anauxite" crystal ex-
amined in the present study. The equal intensities observed for equiva-
lent "twin" reflections indicate that equal volumes of the three individ-
uals must be present in all crystals. Clearly, some universal growth
mechanism is required by way of explanation.

Double "tu)"irus"

The Okl Weissenberg photographs of crystals showing two types
of apparent twinning are not distinguishable from those for the single
pseudotwin intergrowths. Differentiation must be made by means of
ft01 Weissenberg photographs, on which there are closely spaced groups
of four reflections (Fig. a) in contrast to the pair of reflections found
for the single "twins" (Fig. 2). Within each set of four hOl reflections
two are identical in position and intensity to the pairs created by the
three pseudotwin orientations previously discussed. The additional two
reflections arise from a second set of three orientations that result, from
a second twin operation.

In order to defi.ne uniquely the twin operation involved it is neces-
sary to determine the positive and negative ends of the crystallogra-
phic axes. These follow directly from the preceding descriptions of the
hol and, 0/cl Weissenberg photographs, and can be checked further on
higher level photographs.

The observation that the two different pairs of reflections do not
superimpose on hOZ photographs but lie along the same Weissenberg
festoon is a result of the matching of *g* and pseudo fB* of three
lattice orientations with -B* and pseudo -g* of the second det of three
lattice orientations. This is only possible if the sense (* or -) of the
rotation axis y is different, for the two sets. It also requires that the

419
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Frc. 4. Weissenberg photograph about y axis of Colombia kaolinite showing
quadrupling (ar"rows) of hOJ reflections. Cu radiation.
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sense of either r* or a*, but not both, must be different for the two sets.
Exactly as for the single pseudotwin examples, one spot within a given
reflection pair is always twice the intensity of the other spot as a result
of superposition of reflections from equal volumes of two individual
crystal orientations. The weaker spots from each reflection pair do not
overlap, and pseudotwin reflections of index 131 or l3l from one orien-
tation lie immediately adjacent to twin reflections of index t.S.Z + t or
1.3., - l, respectively, from a second orientation. This is true both
on hOZ andLltl photographs.

On 0ft2 Weissenberg photographs all twin reflections from the second
set of three orientations exactly superimpose on reflections from the first
set,, e.g.,0kl on \Ei or Ok-l on Oki, and it is possible to measure the a*
angle of 88.40. Because it is known from hOl photographs that the sertse
of. the y axis must be different for the two sets of orientations, the super-
position observed on 0lcZ photographs requires that the sense of the
a* axes must be different also.

The geometrical relationship that is thus defined is a true twin
involving a 180o rotation about the r axis. It can be described either
as a rotation of the first set of three lattice orientations about a single
r axis ot as a rotation of single individuals about all three" pseudo-
hexagonal r axes. There is no consistent intensity relationship between
reflections arising from the two different sets of lattice orientations, so
that different volumes of the two sets must be involved in different
crystals. This is contrary to the pseudotwin intergrowths involving 120o
rotations about a*' witluin each set, which do have equal volumes of
three individuals.

Srerrsrrcal Sluty oF "TwINt' Typns

In order to determine the relative frequency of the two "twin"
types, a statistical study was undertaken on the samples from New
Jersey, Georgia, and Colombia. A total of 100 crystals was selected
at random from the three samples and their "twin" types determined
by the X-ray oscillation method described previously. The results are
as follows:

New Jersey Georgia Colombia

421

Number of crystals
Number of usuable photographs
Percent singly "twinned"
Percent doubly "twinned"
Deviation at confidence level0.95

52
50
44
56

+ 2 . 0

23
20
20
80

+2 .0

25
2 l
5

95
+ 2 . 1
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An additional 61 crystals were examined in the course of the study
from the other five samples. These crystals are not included in the
statistics above because they were selected as a result of their perfec-
tion of morphology rather than at rando n. It is noteworbhy, however,
that all 61 crystals were doubly "twinned".

It is evident that the great, majority of macroscopic kaolinite
crystals are doubly "twinned" and consist of six individual lattice
orientations. There is an especially noteworthy correlation of double
"twinning" with thick, vermicular, hexagonal crystals. This is tme
even when the vermicular booklets are cleaved into as thin (001)
platelets as possible on a macro-scale. The New Jersey sample is
unique in consisting entirely of thin (001) platelets, rather than thick,
vermicular booklets. It differs also in showing approximately equal
numbers of single and double "twin" types.

OnrerN op Ixrpncnowmrs

The so-called single pseudotwin has been shown to be an inter-
growth of three lattice orientations related by 120' spiral rotations
about a*. It has also been noted that the observed intensities of the
X-ray reflections from the three units involved are always equal and
that this must require equal volumes of the three lattice orientations.
This suggests origin by a random selection growth process in which
there are equal probabilities of adopting three orientations 120" apaft.

Figure 5 illustrates a plan view of a 1:1 type layer, in which the
three possible locations for octahedral Al cations are labeled A, B, C.
One of these three locations must be vacant in dioctahedral kaolinite.
Adoption of the same vacant site in each successive layer, and dis-
tortion of the structure around the vacant site causes kaolinite to be
triclinic (Brindley and Nakahira, 1958; Bailey, 1963).

It is proposed here that there is in fact an equal probability of each
of the three possible octahedral sites being vacant and that during
bhe initial phase of crystal growth A, B, and C are adopted equally as
the vacant site, but in different small regions (domains) of the grow-
ing seed crystal. Cooperative bond forces and the tendency to attain
as low a structural energy as possible will work toward enlarging each
domain in a coherent fashion, both laterally and vertically, so that
the same site is vacant throughout the domain as the crystal grows.
Domain enlargement is limited, however, by the opposing tendency
for random establishment of adjacent domains having the vacant site
in a different location. As a result the macro-crystal will tend to be
made up of a large number of small domains that are not structurally
coherent with their neighbors. The sharpness of the diffraction spots
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suggests a lower limit to the domain size of a few hundred Angstroms.
Within each of the three types of domains that are created by

having sites ,4., B, ot C vacant, repulsion between adjacent Al3* cations
antl shortening of shared octahedral edges will enlarge the vacant
octahedral site relative to the occupied sites and will distort each
domain to triclinic geometry. The three types of domains will be dis-
torbed in three different directions, however, as a result of having
a different octahedral site vacant. The direction of distortion in each
domain can be predicted according to the rules summarized by Bailey

423
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Frc. 5. Schematic (001) diagram of kaolinite stmcture to illustra,te domarns
oriented 120' apart as a result of adoption of sites A, B, or C as the vacant
octahedral site. Each domain is distorted differehtly as a result of the difierent
vacant site, so that thq conventional triclinie unit cells must be related by 120'
rotations about a*. Upper plane of OII atoms is not shown.
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(1966). Figure 5 illustrates the resulting lattice orientations, 120"
apart, within the three domain types relative to the conventional
orientation of the triclinic axes.

All of the specimens examined in this study are believed to be of
sedimentary origin. Their fragile shapes and hexagonal morphology
suggest they have grown in situ at essentially earth temperatures.
A random-choice growth process of the sort proposed here should
be especially favored at low temperature. Cations arriving at the
growbh surface will not have sufficient kinetic energy to migrate to
those positions that are most, favorable energetically and that would
produce a true single crystal. Rapid growth, in which arriving cations
are incorporated into the crystal rapidly, should also favor a random-
choice process. If true single crystals of kaolinite exist, therefore, they
should be sought in higher temperature occurrences under conditions
of relatively slow, undisturbed growth.

The second "twin" type is a true twin involving 180o rotation about
the crystallographic r-axis, but undoubtedly originates during the
growth process also. It may or may not be present in a given crystal.
When present, the proporfions of twin cornponents are quite, variable
from crystal to crystal. Rotation about r does not change the position
of the vacant octahedral site, but does turn the layer upside down.
This may explain why the probability of twinning of this type in-
creases in the thicker booklets and why electron micrographs of the
edges of kaolinite booklets appear corrugated (Conley, 1966, Fig.
6). Reversal of the structure by rotation about r necessarily reverses
the direction of stagger of successive layers and would create a pris-
matic reentrant angle. Repeated twinning would create a corrugated
prismatic surface.

Most dioctahedral layer silicates have 2-layer periodicity in which
the location of the vacant octahedral site alternates regularly from
Iayer to layer. This tends to balance the distribution of strain from
Iayer to layer. In kaolinite the 1:1 layer type and the adoption of
the same vacant octahedral site in each layer combine to produce a
very asymmetric and strained structure. Kaolinite probably owes its
customary small grain size to difficulty in extending its distorted struc-
ture coherently over many unit cells. The two types of intergrowths
observed in macro-crystals of kaolinite can be viewed as two methods
of alleviating the strain by redirecting the distortions on a domain
scale.
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